EVOLEN is an association under the 1901 French Law of Associations governed by statutes, internal regulations and Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct (available at evolen.org).
Funding is secured from subscriptions from natural and legal persons, the organisation of conferences, Evolendays, business clubs, missions and publications.

GOVERNANCE-FUNDING-ETHICS

EVOLEN represents its members before French and European institutions to:

- **Promote** their know-how and skills
- **Defend** their best interests
- **Convey** their point of view on strategic and regulatory guidelines by, notably, taking part in public debates on energy

EVOLEN is registered with the French High Authority for Transparency in Public Life

OUR COMMITTEES

EVOLEN's thematic committees guide the association's actions. They are open to all its members.

- CO2: Carbon Capture Utilisation and Storage (CCUS)
- LNG Commission, in collaboration with the French Gas Association
- Offshore Wind
- Hydrogen
- Refining, Petrochemicals, Products, Biofuels (RPPB)
- Geophysics, Geology and Deposits
- Drilling-Oil Wells
- Biogas
- Digital
- Projects, Construction, Equipment and Materials (PC2M)
- Environmental Social and Governance (ESG)
- Hygiene, Safety, Environment and Security (HSES)
- Energy Performance
- Energy Utilisation and Distribution
- Local Content
- Businesses-Higher Education & Universities
- Economy and Management
- Economic Conditions and Markets
- Human Resources
- Women Energy (WE)
- Young Professionals
- Communication

REPRESENTATION
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OUR VISION

EVOLEN supports Energy companies and professionals in developing sustainable, reliable and competitive solutions to promote access to energy for all and deliver together the energy transition towards carbon neutrality by 2050.

MISSION

Lead and represent a community of our industrial players in France and abroad

PRIORITIES

Support our companies in their growth strategies
Encourage and promote innovation, support projects and start-ups
Contribute to disseminating scientific, technical and economical knowledge
Promote expertise, integrate and enhance skills

COMMITMENT TO THE ENERGY TRANSITION

OUR AREAS OF DEVELOPMENT COVER NOTABLY:

Innovative and responsible solutions in the Oil & Gas sector to accelerate the decarbonisation of operations
Natural Gas
CO2 capture, storage and recovery
Hydrogen

Marine energy, including fixed-foundation and floating offshore wind turbines
Biogases, biofuels, synthetic fuels
Geothermal energy and subsoil operations byproducts (lithium)

OUR MEMBERS

EVOLEN brings together companies of all sizes, research institutes, training providers, institutional players, as well as professionals and experts who enable our industry to thrive in France and abroad.

Our members serve the needs of energy providers by offering: knowledge of subsoils, the environment and related services, engineering and integration of major projects, design, construction, commissioning, operation and maintenance of energy infrastructures, equipment and technologies, support services such as shipping, logistics, technical advice and assistance, inspection and certification, health, safety and security.

OUR ACTIONS

EXPORT SUPPORT SERVICES

Export Missions
MyEnergyLink: international contact platform for industrial players
Organisation of the French pavilion at major international exhibitions

INNOVATION

CITEPH : project funding programme for R&D/innovation • citeph.fr
EVOLEN 'UP : start-up accelerator • evolenup.com

TALENTS

ASPIRE : program to assist in job searches and provide network support for energy professionals

STANDARDISATION

Bureau de Normalisation du Pétrole • bnpetrole.net

EVENTS

Major events: Evolendays and Cocktail
Meetings: Business clubs, conferences, afterwork events

COLLABORATIVE WORK

Work groups
Regular consultation with our members

PUBLICATIONS

EVOLEN magazine
Members directory
Studies, surveys, analyses, Newsletter
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